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Abstract
Writing and written language play today an increasingly important part in many
people’s lives. Written language has become more or less a prerequisite for daily communication. This development of society leads to increased needs for tools that can help
humans in dealing with text. A technology that has a potential to aid people with writing
and written language is language technology. In this thesis, the focus is on language tools
based on language technology that can aid writers and learners of Swedish.
A language tool that has been developed and evaluated in the thesis is the grammar
checker Granska. The thesis work on Granska includes the design of its rule language,
and the development of grammar checking rules for common error types in Swedish. In
addition, rules for phrase analysis and clause boundary detection have been developed
constituting a partial and shallow parser called GTA.
Language tools for writing can mainly be evaluated in two ways: with focus on text
or with focus on the writer. In this thesis, both types of evaluations have been carried
out both with native writers and second language writers. The first textual evaluation of
Granska showed that the genre has a strong influence on the result. In a second evaluation,
Granska was compared with a commercial grammar checker on second language writers’
texts. Granska found more errors, but with a lower precision. A third evaluation focused
on the general text analyzers, which Granska relies on, in this case a statistical word class
analyzer and the parser GTA. These programs were evaluated on texts where spelling
errors were introduced, in order to test the programs’ robustness. Results showed that as
long as the word class analyzer is robust the parser GTA would also be robust.
In a first formative user study with Granska and five participants, results suggested
that several and competing error diagnoses and correction proposals are not a problem for
the users as long as there exist at least one accurate correction proposal. Moreover, false
alarms from the spelling checker seemed to pose a limited problem for the users, but false
alarms on more complicated error types might disturb the revision process of the users.
In order to improve the design of language tools for second language writers a field
study was carried out at a Swedish university. Sixteen students with different linguistic
and cultural backgrounds participated in the study. The objective was to study the use
of Granska in students’ free writing. The results indicated that although most alarms
from Granska are accurate, lack of feedback and misleading feedback are problems for
second language writers. The results also suggested that providing the students with
feedback on different aspects of their interlanguage, not only errors, and facilitating the
processes of language exploration and reflection are important processes to be supported
in second-language learning environments. These insights were used as design principles
in the design and development of an interactive language environment called Grim. This
program includes a basic word processor, in which the user can get feedback on linguistic
code features from different language tools such as Granska and GTA. In addition, other
tools are available for the user to explore language use in authentic texts and to achieve
lexical comprehension through bilingual dictionaries.
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